
U.S.S. Ganymede – September 28, 1998

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede is to report to the Federation training outpost Benning for special operations training.

Kris:
Your senior officers will be trained to operate in two separate groups to overtake a small planet-based station. This special training is highly classified and may not be discussed outside of the training group.

Kris:
<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>

SO_Sulla:
::taking care of a few small tasks at Sci 2::

CTO_Cain:
::On bridge at tactical checking weapons inventory::

OPS_Rhian:
::at OPS reviewing OpE reports::

CEO_Tal:
::in engineering reviewing engineering duty assignments::

CNS_Warke:
::on bridge::

FCO_Vid:
::checking Nav. deflector::

CO_Olbrun:
::in the captain's chair, reviewing this training exercise::

ENGBishop:
::in his Quarters::

CMOSusman:
:: At sickbay, making some diagnosis to a pig ::

TACSirach:
::at tactical doing sensor sweeps::

CMOSusman:
<making>

CSO_Paldn:
::at SCI 1 ::

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Distance, Mr. Vid.

TACSirach:
::looking over Tactical area...wondering what happened to the cleaning crew::


CSO_Paldn:
::activating SRS::

TACSirach:
::under breath:: with all the things that have been going on they must not have had a chance to visit the bridge

FCO_Vid:
CO: Ma’am approx. five min From destination:

SO_Sulla:
::running ism of cloak detection protocols::

CO_Olbrun:
::nods to Vid, and then goes back to her reading- fascinating::

CSO_Paldn:
::scanning outpost and maps::

TACSirach:
::awaiting orders at tactical::

FCO_Vid:
TAC:Sirach are there any other vessels in the area?:

CSO_Paldn:
::downloads planetary maps to AT tricorders::

TACSirach:
::scans:: Yes, there are some other Starfleet ships in orbit

SO_Sulla:
::sim looks good, seems to be working as predicted::

CO_Olbrun:
Sirach: Who else is here?

ENGBishop:
::heads for engineering::

CMOSusman:
:: Puts the pig on the biobed and scans it with his tricorder ::

FCO_Vid:
TAC:Thank you:

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Will we require any special equipment for our excursion?

CSO_Paldn:
::analyzing LZ sites and weather patterns::

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Whatever equipment we need will be given to us there.

CMOSusman (Sound - tricorder.wav):

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Understood

TACSirach:
CO: No one else, just Federation officers here for training.

CEO_Tal:
::making additional corrections to list::

FCO_Vid:
::examines planetary orbit::

CMOSusman:
Pig: ewwww..You have a weeee problem in your stomach.....:: Smiles ::

SO_Sulla:
::notices small problem in analyzation coding::

CO_Olbrun:
::she smiles:: Sirach: What other ships are here?

CSO_Paldn:
::committing as much of the training site maps as possible to memory::

TACSirach:
::understands...scanning ships::

CMOSusman:
<Pig>: Oink?

SO_Sulla:
::rewriting analyzation subroutine::

CTO_Cain:
::Finished inventory, sends data to second officer's PADD for future reference.::

CSO_Paldn:
::transfers land maps to CTO::

TACSirach:
CO: The U.S.S. Grognard, Akira Class; U.S.S. Bellhaven, Ambassador Class; U.S.S. Anne Arundel, Ambassador Class

CMOSusman:
Pig: Well..I'll relay you to the veterinarian doc...I don't want to open you. So you are dismissed

TACSirach:
CO: and the U.S.S. Rampart is approaching

CMOSusman:
<pig> CMO: oink, sir

SO_Sulla:
::finishes subroutine and starts shutting down station::

CTO_Cain:
::transfers land maps to tricorder for use on planet::

CO_Olbrun:
::half listens, and catches enough to make it look like she was really paying close attention::

FCO_Vid:
CO:Ma'am within orbital range. Reduce to impulse and obtain orbit on your command:

CSO_Paldn:
::checking weather patterns::

CMOSusman:
:: Decides to take a visit to the bridge and moves to the TL :: 

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Do it.

CMOSusman:
TL: Bridge

CEO_Tal:
::finishes up duty list::

FCO_Vid (Sound - PowerDown.wav):

CMOSusman (Sound - turbolift.wav):

FCO_Vid:
CO:AYE Ma’am impulse power and in Geo sync orbit

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Excellent.

CSO_Paldn:
::memorizes star patterns for directions on planet surface::

CMOSusman:
:: Reaches the Bridge :: CO: Can I stay here?

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Hail the base, if you would.

TACSirach:
::continues scanning for approaching ships::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Hailing frequency open

CSO_Paldn:
::triangulating North, South, East, and West::

FCO_Vid:
::engages stabilizers to maintain orbit::

CNS_Warke:
::goes over her appointment schedule::

CMOSusman:
:: Moves to a free chair ::

TACSirach:
CO: The Rampart is a Nebula class

CO_Olbrun:
::absent-mindedly nods to the doctor::

CO_Olbrun:
*Benning* This is Captain Olbrun of the Ganymede. We can beam down at your convenience.

CMOSusman:
CO: All good?

CTO_Cain:
::reviews security roster for next three shifts::

Kris:
@<Benning Comm Tech>  Ganymede, you are cleared for transportation.

CEO_Tal:
::leaves office and inspects the warp engine::

CSO_Paldn:
Captain: permission to change into survival gear

FCO_Vid:
::Engages auto nav system::

Kris:
@<Benning Comm Tech>  ::honored to have spoken to the famed Captain Olbrun::

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Denied. Everything we need we will receive on the planet.

TACSirach:
::checking the security measures on the planet...wants to make sure the crew will be safe::

FCO_Vid (Sound - Console.wav):

CSO_Paldn:
Captain: Aye, Aye

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Close the channel. All: All bridge officers, report to TR1 for transport to the surface.

CTO_Cain:
::Heads to TL::

CSO_Paldn:
::places LRS on perimeter alert::

FCO_Vid:
CO:Ma’am:

SO_Sulla:
::heads for TR1::

CMOSusman:
CO: Well...I'll be in Sickbay

ENGBishop:
::Walks to TR1::

CEO_Tal:
::hears order and begins to head to TL::

FCO_Vid:
::heads for TR1::

CNS_Warke:
::heads for TR1::

CO_Olbrun:
Susman: No, doctor, you're coming with us.

CSO_Paldn:
::waits for bridge crew to enter and enters last::

TACSirach:
::leaves bridge for TR1::

CMOSusman:
CO: Ok..I'll go

CMOSusman:
:: Moves to the TR 1 ::

CMOSusman (Sound - turbolift.wav):

CO_Olbrun:
::arches an eyebrow:: Doc: Yes, you will. On the double, Ensign.

OPS_Rhian:
closes comms and heads for transporter room::

CSO_Paldn:
::holds TL door for Captain::

SO_Sulla:
::waiting in TR1::

CEO_Tal:
::exits TL and head for TR1::

CTO_Cain:
::Leaves TL and enters TR1::

CMOSusman:
CO: Oh god!

TACSirach:
::arrives at TR1::

CNS_Warke:
::walks in TR1::

ENGBishop:
::Awaiting departure in TR1::

CMOSusman:
:: Reaches the TR 1 ::

FCO_Vid:
::leaves TL entersTR1::

CEO_Tal:
::walks in TR1::

CMOSusman:
:: Moves to the Transporter pad ::

CO_Olbrun:
::turns to the doc:: Doc: No, I'm not God. I'm your commanding officer, which is pretty close.

CSO_Paldn:
::walks to TR1::

CO_Olbrun:
::having followed the crew to TR1, Olbrun has been able to listen to this whole set of histrionics::

CTO_Cain:
::steps on transporter pad::

CMOSusman:
:: Laughs :: CO: Sure

SO_Sulla:
::Steps on Transporter pad::

FCO_Vid:
::steps on TR pad:;

CEO_Tal:
:: steps on TR pad::

ENGBishop:
::on TR pad::

CSO_Paldn:
::steps on TR pad::

CNS_Warke:
::sets on transport pad::

CO_Olbrun:
::nods to Mai Ai to beam the first group down. She's waiting for the second wave::

CSO_Paldn:
::materializes, looks around::

CTO_Cain:
::energizes on planet surface::

CEO_Tal:
::illuminates::

FCO_Vid (Sound - Transporter.wav):

SO_Sulla:
::materializes::

CMOSusman:
:: Materializes ::

CNS_Warke:
::materializes on planet::

Kris:
ACTION: THE GANYMEDE'S SENIOR OFFICERS MATERIALIZE ON BENNING'S SURFACE.

CMOSusman (Sound - beam_out.wav):

FCO_Vid:
::materializes::

CEO_Tal:
::materializes on planet::

ENGBishop:
::materializes on surface::

CMOSusman (Sound - beam_in.wav):

CSO_Paldn:
::mutters something about spreading his atoms around Creation::

SO_Sulla:
::standing calmly, waiting to see what is next::

CO_Olbrun:
::beams down after everyone else::

TACSirach:
::materializes::

CMOSusman:
:: Materializes on the base ::

CO_Olbrun:
::shimmies into existence after the rest of the senior officers, looking around for Spicer::

CSO_Paldn:
::inhales deeply, Terra Firma::

CEO_Tal:
::noting the surroundings::

FCO_Vid:
::Land legs again::

CdrSpicer:
::pleased to see the Ganymede's officers again:: 

CNS_Warke:
::looks around::

TACSirach:
::feeling good::

SO_Sulla:
::sees the CDR::

CdrSpicer:
::stepping forward::  Captain, good to see you.

CMOSusman:
:: Look around the place ::

CO_Olbrun:
::walks to Spicer:: KC: And you- how are your hands healing?

FCO_Vid:
::curious surroundings::

CSO_Paldn:
::wiggles ears to stretch::

CdrSpicer:
::noticing a few new faces::

TACSirach:
::looks at Spicer with curiosity::

CMOSusman:
:: Looks for his tricorder, just for a need ::

SO_Sulla:
::examines CDR closely::

TACSirach:
:: wondering how everyone else knows Spicer::

CdrSpicer:
::spreading out fingers before her::  Nicely, thank you Captain.

CNS_Warke:
::examines Spicer::

CSO_Paldn:
~~~stretches his mind~~~

CO_Olbrun:
::smiles:: All right, if we can move into a meeting room, I will give you the rest of the briefing. ::gestures to the building, hoping her crew will catch the hint::

CdrSpicer:
Captain, the briefing room is reserved for you inside.  ::gesturing::

SO_Sulla:
::heads to BR::

CSO_Paldn:
::watching people's auras, walks to BR::

TACSirach:
::heads to BR::

CTO_Cain:
::follows along::

CNS_Warke:
::heads to building::

FCO_Vid:
::follows to BR::

CEO_Tal:
::follows::

ENGBishop:
::strolls toward BR::

CMOSusman:
:: Follows all ::

CO_Olbrun:
::walks with Spicer:: Spicer: Thank you for calling us out here. I think my crew needs this.

CSO_Paldn:
::pretty colors, Spicer has some internal conflicts::

CMOSusman:
SO: So...Have you your physical?

SO_Sulla:
CMO: Me Dr?  Yes.

CSO_Paldn:
::enjoys the Captain's rich colors::

CO_Olbrun:
::walks into the briefing room, noting the collection of equipment there::

CSO_Paldn:
::watching the chakras process energy::

CMOSusman:
:: Looks at his padd :: SO: sure.......sure

TACSirach:
::looking around the BR:: interesting

SO_Sulla:
:;finds a chair and sits down::

CEO_Tal:
::looks around briefing room::

TACSirach:
Cain: a long time since I've seen this kind of equipment

CMOSusman:
:: Looks the suits :: 

CSO_Paldn:
::looks around room and sits::

ENGBishop:
::looks at gear::

CO_Olbrun:
::There are special atmospheric entry suits there...as well as packed parachutes and equipment backpacks. Looks like the crew is in for a jump::

CNS_Warke:
::enters briefing room::

FCO_Vid:
::stands in corner taking it all in::

SO_Sulla:
::examines equipment--been there, done that::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Me too, should be challenging though.

CEO_Tal:
::notes the packed parachutes::

TACSirach:
Cain: That's one way to say it ::grins::

CSO_Paldn:
::inhales in and out slowly::

CNS_Warke:
Cain:should be challenging

CTO_Cain:
Warke:  And a little fun I hope.

CMOSusman:
:: Sees the equipment backups :: Oh God, save this time

SO_Sulla:
:;listening to CTO and TO, shakes head::

OPS_Rhian:
::to self - why would one want to jump out of an atmospheric vehicle?::

TACSirach:
Cain & Warke: Makes me wonder what we signed up for here

CSO_Paldn:
::circulates energy within his own aura, a deep purple with light tributaries::

FCO_Vid:
::reserving comment until all the details are heard::

CEO_Tal:
::inspects parachutes for flaws::

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:agreed

FCO_Vid:
:: notices covert colors of suits::

TACSirach:
::watching CEO inspecting parachutes::

TACSirach:
Warke & Cain: seems old fashion in a way...highly illogical

CO_Olbrun:
Crew: There will be a division of the crew into two groups.....Lt. Sky will be leading one of the divisions and Lt. Tal will lead the other...Ensign Vid and Lt. Rhian will pilot the shuttles up and then put them on autopilot as everyone jumps.

FCO_Vid:
::reminiscent of ancient Earth Ninja camouflage::

CTO_Cain:
::thinks how cool this jump will be::

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:maybe not

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Understood ::still curious::

CSO_Paldn:
::wishes the Captain hadn’t called him Lt.::

CEO_Tal:
CAPT: No Problem.

FCO_Vid:
CO:Aye Ma’am:

TACSirach:
::a little worried about the jump, bad memories all the way::

CEO_Tal:
::chutes look ok::

CdrSpicer:
::pleased that the crew takes the news so calmly::

CO_Olbrun:
Crew: Once we are on the ground, our objectives are to take a planetary base and to occupy it. Times and methods used will be noted.

CMOSusman:
:: He's a little lost ::

CdrSpicer:
::realizing now why Admiral Hazbin always chooses this crew for the toughest missions::

TACSirach:
::looks a little nervous and uneasy::

CTO_Cain:
::listens intently::

ENGBishop:
::begins sweating nervously but keeps composure::

CO_Olbrun:
The first team will be as follows.

TACSirach:
::hanging on the Cdr.’s every word::

FCO_Vid:
::awaits flight coordinates::

CMOSusman:
:: Listens the captain ::

CEO_Tal:
::Listens::

CNS_Warke:
::listens::

TACSirach:
::listens::

FCO_Vid:
::listens:

CO_Olbrun:
Lt. Cmdr. Sky, Lt. Rhian, Ens. Sulla, Counselor Warke.

CO_Olbrun:
And Ens Bishop.

SO_Sulla:
::notes his assignment, runs check of gear and weapons::

SO_Sulla:
::everything looks A-OK::

TACSirach:
::awaiting his assignment::

CEO_Tal:
::Listening::

SO_Sulla:
::starts donning his equipment::

CNS_Warke:
::awaiting assignment::

ENGBishop:
::gets into gear checking his supplies::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Do we have an  estimated strength/composition of the target and layout of the installation?

CEO_Tal:
::checks rest of equipment::

CMOSusman:
CO: I'll be in the Briefing Room. Badge me when you need me

CO_Olbrun:
The second team will be Lt. Tal, Doctor Susman, Lt. Cain, Ens. Vid and Ens. Sirach.

FCO_Vid:
CO:Ma’am need flight data:::suits up::

CMOSusman:
CO: Ok...

OPS_Rhian:
::donning gear::

CSO_Paldn:
Captain: what equipment is being issued?

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: That information has been loaded into your PADDs, and flight information is on your PADDs as well.

CEO_Tal:
CO: Aye

CNS_Warke:
::puts on equipment::

FCO_Vid:
CO:Aye:

SO_Sulla:
::waiting for rest of group examining data on target::

CEO_Tal:
::puts equipment on::

TACSirach:
::pleased to have MD on his team...comforting::

CMOSusman:
:: Goes to Tal ::

CEO_Tal:
::examining data pad::

CO_Olbrun:
Doctor: You are in the briefing room. You will gather your equipment, and remain with the rest of us. Do you understand me?

CSO_Paldn:
All: my team, synchronize watches

FCO_Vid:
::reports to

CTO_Cain:
::puts on equipment, walks over to Tal::  Tal:  This should be good.

FCO_Vid:
Tal:

CMOSusman:
CO: Understood, Captain

CEO_Tal:
Vid: Yes

TACSirach:
::gets equipment and walks over to his team::

FCO_Vid:
CTO:Sir ready to board?:

CNS_Warke:
::walks over to her team::

CO_Olbrun:
Crew: I will be on LtCmdr Sky's team. Cmdr. Spicer will accompany Lt. Tal.

CTO_Cain:
Tal:  On your order we're ready to board sir.

CSO_Paldn:
All: synchronize watches ....now,

CMOSusman:
:: Takes his med equipment and follows ::

CO_Olbrun:
::pulls on her gear:: Crew: When we are all suited up, we will head to the shuttle. Once we have reached the drop site, the observation will begin.

SO_Sulla:
::synch chronometer::

CEO_Tal:
:synchronized::

CdrSpicer:
::nodding::

CMOSusman:
:: Puts his suit ::

OPS_Rhian:
::proceeds to shuttle for pre-flight inspection::

TACSirach:
::gets suited up::

SO_Sulla:
::heads for shuttle::

FCO_Vid:
::prepares pre-flight::

CEO_Tal:
ALL: Lets go.

TACSirach:
::heads to shuttle::

CSO_Paldn:
All: if we become separated on the landing watch for landmines and we will band together

FCO_Vid:
::sits in shuttle conn::

CNS_Warke:
::heads for shuttle::

FCO_Vid:
CEO:sir ready to power up:

CEO_Tal:
ALL: set tricorders to pick up sonic mines::

CSO_Paldn:
heads for shuttle::

ENGBishop:
@::sits down in shuttle::

SO_Sulla:
@::sitting in shuttle, waiting for the rest of the team::

CEO_Tal:
::heads for shuttle::

TACSirach:
$ ::sets tricorder::

CdrSpicer:
$::winking at Olbrun::  Break a leg!

FCO_Vid (Sound - Powerup.wav):

CO_Olbrun:
@::follows Sky out, waiting to see what he's going to do. Her padd is at the ready, and she's already got a few notes down:: Spicer: Perish the thought...::grins::

CMOSusman:
:: Moves to the shuttle ::

CMOSusman has been made a spectator

CdrSpicer:
$::climbing into shuttle::

TACSirach:
$ Spicer: don't saw break ::grins::

CEO_Tal:
$::enters shuttle::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: good luck, keep your boots dry

CMOSusman has been made a speaker

FCO_Vid:
$::powers up looks to see if everyone's aboard::

CO_Olbrun:
@::enters the shuttle, and takes her seat::

TACSirach:
$ ::looks at everyone...trying to make sure everyone is okay::

FCO_Vid (Sound - Shuttle\@Bay\@Doors.wav):

OPS_Rhian:
@CAPT:  The shuttle is ready.

CMOSusman:
$Tal: Well..I'm here

CSO_Paldn:
@All: final gear check

CO_Olbrun:
@::she looks a little surprised:: Rhian: I'm just here to observe. Commander Sky is in charge here.

SO_Sulla:
@::checks gear, watches others to make sure they do it right::

TACSirach:
$ Remember it's just an exercise

CTO_Cain:
Tal:  Sir, I suggest when we land, we send a scout out to check the enemy forces at the target.

CEO_Tal:
$ CMO: Acknowledge take a seat.

OPS_Rhian:
@CAPT:  Habit

TACSirach:
$ ::trying to stay calm::

OPS_Rhian:
@Paladin:  My apologies

ENGBishop:
@::finishes checking gear, everything is AOK::

CMOSusman:
$:: Enters the Shuttle ::

TACSirach:
$ ::dislikes parachuting::

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Sir ready when you are:

CSO_Paldn:
@Rhian: no problem :)  launch

CEO_Tal:
$ CTO: We should meet at a set of coordinates also.

CNS_Warke:
$::enters shuttle::

CdrSpicer:
$::strapping into the shuttle and checking PADD for notes::

OPS_Rhian:
@::shuttle is away::

TACSirach:
$ Cain: how ya doing up there?

CTO_Cain:
Tal:  Of course, and perhaps have the scout also detect and transmit the location of any mines he comes across.

CSO_Paldn:
@All: review PADDs

SO_Sulla:
@Sky: Any plan for when we reach the target, Sir?

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Great and you?.

TACSirach:
$ Cain: Hanging in there ::grins::

SO_Sulla:
@::examining target data, again::

CSO_Paldn:
@Sulla: the first priority is to assemble the team

CMOSusman:
$:: Looks his PADD ::

CEO_Tal:
$CTO: Acknowledged. We will rendezvous at these coordinates.

CO_Olbrun:
@::she listens, making a few notes from time to time::

CEO_Tal:
$ ::had data pad to CTO::

FCO_Vid:
$::checks PADD for Coordinates:

SO_Sulla:
@Sky: I recommend sending someone to scout the target ASAP.  I will do so if you wish.

CTO_Cain:
$::receives and notes coordinates::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: if I am "killed" Lt. Rhian will lead

OPS_Rhian:
@::reviewing flight plan and programming autopilot...drifting somewhat::

ENGBishop:
@::begins to remember all his field engineering courses::

CEO_Tal:
$::make sure everyone has coordinates::

OPS_Rhian:
@::Raises eyebrow::

TACSirach:
$ Tal: all set here

CdrSpicer:
$::jotting down notes::

CEO_Tal:
$TAC: Acknowledge.

CSO_Paldn:
@Rhian: if command falls to you , you will choose a second

CEO_Tal:
$Vid: Whenever you are ready.

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Aye sir:

OPS_Rhian:
@paldine: Understood...ENS Sulla

CMOSusman:
$:: Making some notes ::

FCO_Vid (Sound - Powerup.wav):

SO_Sulla:
@Sky: Aye, sir.

CSO_Paldn:
@All: we have a chain of command, the first priority is to assemble the team at the LZ

FCO_Vid:
$::engages impulse power heads to marked coordinates::

TACSirach:
$ ::notices people taking notes::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she is rather enjoying listening to this- it looks like Sky has potential::

CdrSpicer:
$::noting performance::

CEO_Tal:
$::studies terran layout::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: we are a unit and will function as one

TACSirach:
$ ::remembers the last training mission he went on where they took notes::

TACSirach:
$ ::grins::

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Sir how close to the ground do you want to be?:

CTO_Cain:
$::notes possible attack strategies, considering different sizes of enemy force::

CdrSpicer:
$::idly wondering what Tactical is grinning about::

CEO_Tal:
$Cain: Is there anyway we could disrupt the holographic images with the current equipment?

CSO_Paldn:
@All: good luck and have faith in yourself

CO_Olbrun:
@::wonders what is going through his mind about all of this::

TACSirach:
$ ::notices Spicer staring::

TACSirach:
$ ::nods::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: upon landing we will group up and recheck equipment

OPS_Rhian:
@::activating autopilot::

CTO_Cain:
$ Tal:  If we locate the equipment, we could destroy it, other than that I don’t think we can.

FCO_Vid:
$considers gravitational impact on falling objects::

CMOSusman:
$:: nods to Sirach :: TAC: I saw in my PADD you didn’t your physical last time......

FCO_Vid:
$::checks autopilot module::

CEO_Tal:
$ALL: The first step is the hardest. You get pass that you will be fine.

TACSirach:
$ CMO: the last physical I had was a few weeks ago and it was grueling

OPS_Rhian:
@Paldine:  The autopilot is activated and will land approximately 5000km ESE of the drop point.

CSO_Paldn:
@All: since this is a night jump, we will form a "ring" on the way down to keep together

CMOSusman:
$TAC: You know I make physical each month...you're near

SO_Sulla:
@Sky: Aye, Sir.

CO_Olbrun:
@::pats her hair up into place, and makes certain that nothing is falling out of it's bun::

CSO_Paldn:
@Rhian: excellent

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Sir approaching rendezvous:

CdrSpicer:
$::imagining that Olbrun will somehow land looking as if she's ready for a cocktail party::

CMOSusman:
$CEO: What do you mean with "hardest"?

CEO_Tal:
$Vid: Acknowledged.

TACSirach:
$ CMO: Actually I had one two weeks ago because of a little incident..I was monitored closely by our former CMO

CSO_Paldn:
@All: look sharp and spirits high

CEO_Tal:
$ALL: ready night vision equipment.

SO_Sulla:
@::psyching for action::

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:ready to engage auto pilot on your word:

TACSirach:
$ ::preparing equipment...heart pounding::

CNS_Warke:
$CMO:Sirach had been possessed by an alien being

ENGBishop:
@::prepping for jump::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: drinks are on me after

OPS_Rhian:
@::noticing loose groin hitch::

CMOSusman:
$TAC: Ok...you win this time......

CEO_Tal:
$Vid: Engage autopilot.

TACSirach:
$ Warke: I love the wording in that ::grins::

CdrSpicer:
$::jotting down some final observations and putting the PADD away::

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Sir auto pilot engaged:

CMOSusman:
$:: Getting ready with his equipment ::

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:in what way?

SO_Sulla:
::Moves to hatch in preparation for jump::

OPS_Rhian:
@::prepares to open hatch::

CEO_Tal:
$::Changing lighting for night Jump::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she checks her harness, and makes certain it's on tight- she has this little fear of heights.....::

TACSirach:
$ Warke: made me laugh for some reason

CSO_Paldn:
@::checks his team's chutes::

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Sir

CdrSpicer:
$::going over everyone's harness with a critical eye::

TACSirach:
$ ::gets mind ready to jump...think a happy thought think a happy though::

ENGBishop:
@::gets in line to jump::

CNS_Warke:
$Sirach:it's exactly what happened

CMOSusman:
$:: He's ready to jump ::

CO_Olbrun:
@::glances over the crew to make certain that they are all ready::

SO_Sulla:
@::ready to jump::

OPS_Rhian:
@::opens hatch::

CEO_Tal:
$::going of parachute equipment for a final time::

FCO_Vid:
#CEO:Permission to jump last :

TACSirach:
$ Warke: I know...something one can look back at and laugh at I guess

CSO_Paldn:
@All: I'll jump first to set up the ring

CTO_Cain:
$ ::ready to jump::

CdrSpicer:
$::nodding at Tal::  Looks good.    I'll jump last.

OPS_Rhian:
@::nods acknowledgement::

CEO_Tal:
$Vid: No I will be last.

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:it would be if one survived it

CO_Olbrun:
@::nods to Paladine, keeping quiet, and letting him take the lead::

SO_Sulla:
@::nods to Sky::

FCO_Vid:
CEO:Aye sir:

TACSirach:
$ ::trying to forget previous jumps::

FCO_Vid:
::heads toward hatch::

TACSirach:
$ Warke: remind me to talk to you about parachuting later

CEO_Tal:
$ CdrSpicer: Acknowledged

CSO_Paldn:
@All: Hit the silk!!!!!!!!!  ::jumps::

ENGBishop:
@All:someone push me out.

CdrSpicer:
$::nodding::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she's as ready as she'll never be.::

SO_Sulla:
@::follows sky::

CNS_Warke:
$Sirach:I'll schedule you for an appointment when we get back

CO_Olbrun:
@::follows Sulla::

TACSirach:
$ Warke: thank you

TACSirach:
$ ::waiting for Tal to jump::

CSO_Paldn:
@::controlled dive::

FCO_Vid:
$::waits in line to jump::

SO_Sulla:
@::falling, linking up with Sky::

CEO_Tal:
$ Sirach: GO

TACSirach:
$ ::jumps::

CMOSusman:
$ALL: Well....I'm ready.... :: Makes a mental note:  go to the holodeck ::

ENGBishop:
@::begins falling::

CSO_Paldn:
@::links arms with Sulla::

CTO_Cain:
$ Out loud:  YEEEEEEHAWWWW!  ::  Jumps::

TACSirach:
$ Boy I hate parachuting

CNS_Warke:
$::gets ready to jump::

CO_Olbrun:
@::comes up to meet Sky and Sulla fast, and reaches for the two of them::

CEO_Tal:
::the fun begins::

OPS_Rhian:
@::activates auto-close and jumps::

FCO_Vid:
$::jumps after Cain::

SO_Sulla:
@::holding on to Sky, grabs Co as she comes up::

ENGBishop:
@::meets the ring::

CNS_Warke:
$::jumps::

CSO_Paldn:
@::reaches out to pull Captain in::

CEO_Tal:
$ ::Jumps after Vid::

CMOSusman:
$:: Jumps :: GERONIMO!!!!!!!!

OPS_Rhian:
@::last look at shuttlecraft flying away...searching for ring::

FCO_Vid:
$::begins free fall::

TACSirach:
$ ::grins::

CO_Olbrun:
@::grabs onto Sulla and Sky, then tries to keep her eyes open for Bishop and Rhian::

CdrSpicer:
$::tugging on straps a final time::

OPS_Rhian:
@::breaks out air boogie board and a Mountain Dew::

CSO_Paldn:
@::looks around for team::

CO_Olbrun:
@::makes certain that she's locked arms tightly with the other two::

CdrSpicer:
$::jumping into the silent blackness::

CEO_Tal $ ::Thinks to himself, I done this many time::

FCO_Vid:
::reaches point to open chute::

CSO_Paldn:
@::looks for CNS::

CdrSpicer:
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>



